Divisional Award Winners August, 2016

**Academic Affairs**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Mary Kay Rickard
Laura Smith
Sooho Lee
Shawn Isaacs

**Values:**
Anne Barnhart
Dianne Hoff
Dawn McCord
Colleen Needham

**Cross Divisional:**
Elizabeth Ayers
Crystal Shelnutt
Duane Theobald

**Information Technology**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Hugh Russell

**Values:**
Steven Murphy

**Cross Divisional:**
Anuradha Chandran

**President's Division**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Amanda Wright

**Values:**
Tina Bennett

**Cross Divisional:**
Marie Robinson

**Business and Finance**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Theresa Jablecki-Kriel
Lisa Elliott-Little
Scott Puckett

**Values:**
Melba Haynes
Karen Hulsey
Carolyn Maddox

**Cross Divisional:**
Debra Clefish
Denise Fowler
Brad Thornton

**Student Affairs and Enrollment Management**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Jessica Wiggins
Nicole Wolfe

**Values:**
Zachary Lavere
Katie Ross

**Cross Divisional:**
Evan Jaynes
Jason Bretch

**University Advancement**
**Strategic Imperative:**
Wendy Cooley

**Values:**
Sheryl Marlar

**Cross Divisional:**
Jessica Whitlock